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SEABROOK HOUSE APPOINTS DIRECTOR OF
HEALTHCARE COLLABORATIVES
Seabrook, NJ- Seabrook House President Edward Diehl has appointed Suzanne Mulrain, M.A.,
as Director of Healthcare Collaboratives. This new title is awarded in recognition of the
extensive addiction medicine collaborative programs Mulrain has implemented across the tristate area with physicians and hospitals. The change in her title reflects the current needs of the
Seabrook House administration's efforts to expand treatment for patients struggling with
Substance Use Disorders and Co-Occurring Disorders.
Mulrain joined the Seabrook House Executive Management Team in 2013 as the Director of
Special Projects. She has a strong background in healthcare, developed through working with
primary care physicians and mental health specialists since 1992. Her experience in the
healthcare field and the accomplishments she has made along the way make her an invaluable
member of the Seabrook House Executive Management Team.
Mulrain has spearheaded several major projects that allow Seabrook House to remain a leader in
addiction treatment. She created and continues to lead a team of Addiction Medicine Specialists
that connect with healthcare professionals in the area. Seabrook House President, Ed Diehl,
commends her on the creation of this team.
"Suzanne's greatest accomplishment has been in the work of our representatives creating close
working relationships with professional physician practices," says Diehl.
Her other accomplishments include acting as Coordinator of Continuing Medical Education, the
establishment of an in-house urine drug screening lab, and forming strategic alliances with
medical programs. On a larger scale, Mulrain frequently partners with organizations like the
Medical Society of New Jersey, New Jersey State Nurses Association and the New Jersey Drug
Enforcement Administration.
Suzanne is honored to be appointed as Director of Healthcare Collaboratives. "This new title
reflects Ed Diehl's support of new patient programs which enables me to integrate my key areas
of expertise, such as addiction medicine, behavioral healthcare and leadership, with all Seabrook
House Departments. We have accomplished so much as a team," states Mulrain.
###
Seabrook is a nonprofit, internationally recognized, private CARF-accredited behavioral healthcare
organization, with treatment locations in Bridgeton, NJ, Cherry Hill, NJ, Northfield, NJ, Morristown, NJ

and Shrewsbury, NJ. Founded by Jerry and Peg Diehl in 1974, Seabrook has been helping families find
the courage to recover from alcoholism and drug addiction for over 44 years. For more information on
Seabrook, visit the company website at www.Seabrook.org.

